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Abstract: Visible light-driven photocatalyst BiFeO3 (BFO) nanoparticles were synthesised by the
auto-combustion method. The honey was used to fuel the auto combustion method to synthesise the
BFO nanoparticles. The structural, optical and morphological activities of the bismuth loaded BFO
nanoparticles were characterised by X-ray diffraction (XRD), FTIR, UV, photoluminescence (PL) and
SEM analysis, respectively. The bismuth content modifies the lattice parameters of XRD and reduces
the bandgap energy. The observed crystallite size varies from 19 to 27 nm and the bandgap region is
2.07 to 2.21 eV. The photo-charge carriers increased upon the BFO nanoparticles and their emission at
587 nm in the visible region of the PL spectrum. The 2% bismuth loaded BFO nanoparticles showed
better morphology than 0% and 5% bismuth loaded BFO nanoparticles. The oxidation state of BFO
nanoparticles and their binding energies were characterised by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
(XPS) analysis. The methylene blue dye (MB) degradation against 2% BFO nanoparticles showed
enhanced catalytic activity (81%) than the remaining samples of BFO nanoparticles. The bacterial
activity of BFO nanoparticles was assessed against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria,
including S. aureus and E. coli. 2% Excess bismuth BFO nanoparticles exhibit better antibacterial
activity. Comparatively, 2% Excess bismuth BFO nanoparticles derived an outstanding crystallinity,
charge separation, and reduced bandgap activities. Based on these findings, BFO nanoparticles may
be applicable in drug delivery and water remediation applications.

Keywords: BFO; visible light; honey; green synthesis and photocatalysis

1. Introduction

Magnetic nanoparticles possess multiple applications due to their large number of
oxides with reasonable magnetic properties. Their applications are sensors, solar energy
devices and data storage. These applications are very basic applications of ferrites [1].
Various numbers of metal ferrite oxides are available; they are NFO (Nickel Ferrite), ZFO
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(Zinc Ferrite) and BFO (Bismuth Ferrite). Among these metal ferrite oxides, BFO possesses
unique electrical and magnetic properties, reasonable visible-light responsive photo-catalyst
properties, and also having good binding energy, lithium-ion batteries, enriched chemical
stability and field emission properties [2]. Bismuth ferrite has an orthorhombic structure
and also it is essential among the other type of iron oxides. Bismuth ferrite possess a high
curie temperature (Tc = 1103 K) and Neel temperature (TN = 643 K) [3]. Various type of
synthesis methods of BFO are available including solution combustion [4], combustion
reaction [5], co-precipitation [6], molten salt [7], sol-gel [8], microwave synthesis [9], elec-
trospinning [10], solvothermal [11], pechini [12], hydrothermal [13], sonochemical [14] and
solution evaporation [15]. Among all these types of synthesises, green synthesis gives the
best result. The perovskite Bismuth Ferrite, BiFeO3, is one of the most promising materials
in the field of multiferroics. The contribution of both ferroelectric and ferromagnetic proper-
ties in its switchable domain tends to bring out a revolution in memory storage applications.
Many more potential applications, such as in solar cells as an effect of the smaller bandgap,
photocatalytic activity due to its absorption in the visible region, gas sensors, water split-
ting, etc., make the researchers show a lot of interest in this BiFeO3 material. However,
it suffers from the following problems: (i) presence of impurity phases, (ii) low remnant
polarisation and remnant magnetisation, (iii) high leakage current, (iv) wide gap between
the transition temperatures and (v) weak magnetoelectric coupling. All these problems are
related to the challenge of forming phase pure BiFeO3. Even after using various techniques
to overcome this issue in the last decade, it is still a challenging one. From the literature
survey, we have found that the Phase fuel plays a vital role in forming up BiFeO3 in its
pure form. One of the common problems all over the world is water contamination. These
water contaminations have four types: radiological contaminants, organic contaminants,
inorganic contaminants, and biological contaminants. Now we focus on the organic con-
taminants; the major sources of organic contamination are industrial waste, pesticides and
domestic waste [16]. Many industries use organic dyes, but they are heavy pollutants to
our environment and they cause more health issues to human beings [17–21]. Nowadays,
many researchers provide more importance to producing nanoparticles from the green
synthesis method. The green synthesised nanoparticles effectively eliminate the organic
dyes from wastewater [22]. Honey has many practical applications in the medical field
due to its derivatives of carbohydrates, vitamins and amino acids. Their derivatives cure
many diseases directly and indirectly and their products can control nanoparticle growth
and sizes. BFO have a narrow band gap energy, multiferroic behaviour and their photo-
catalytic activity successfully degrade the toxic and biological pollutants [23]. Therefore,
in our present work, we have synthesised BiFeO3 using a novel combustion technique
without using any acid or harmful products. The green way nano-production is a non-toxic
synthesis protocol and their existing bio-compounds induce the antimicrobial activity in
the biological system. The results were analysed using XRD, UV-vis spectra, FTIR, and
PL. Bandgap values derived from the UV-Vis spectral data fall in the visible region and it
demonstrates the possibility of practical applications. The synthesised BFO nanoparticles
were examined in MB dye solution and bacterial activity studies.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The synthesising materials purchased from Himedia AR grade and used to prepare
BiFeO3 were bismuth nitrate Bi (NO3)3 5H2O, iron nitrate Fe (NO3)3 9H2O and honey
solution were procured from siddha medical store, Tirunelvei, Tamilnadu, India.

2.2. Experimental Section

Bi (NO3)3 5H2O, Fe (NO3)3 9H2O were used as precursors. Bismuth nitrate (0.2 M)
and Iron nitrate (0.2 M) were taken in stoichiometric ratio and dissolved in water containing
3 mL of Honey. To this homogenous mixture, an excess amount of bismuth was added
in the following percentage 0%, 2% and 5%. Then the solution was stirred for about 2-h
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at room temperature. After 2-h of stirring, the solution was dried at 180 ◦C in the oven
overnight. Finally, the dried powder was preheated at 450 ◦C for 10 min and annealed at
600 ◦C for 2-h to obtain the required BiFeO3 nanoparticles. The detailed synthesis protocol
of BFO nanoparticles is displayed in Scheme 1.
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2.3. Characterisation

The crystalline nature of the synthesised nanoparticles was evaluated from XPERT
PRO PANalytical X-ray diffractometer functioning at 40 KV, 30 mA with Cu Kα radiation.
The functional group were observed from the FTIR Spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer 1725X)
(Waltham, MA, USA). The optical and electronic details were attained from the UV-DRS
spectrum (UV/Vis DRS Spectrometer Shimadzu-2700) (Kyoto, Japan) and photolumines-
cence spectra (spectrofluorometer PC1 (ISS, Austin, TX, USA)). The surface morphology of
the nanoparticles was carried out by (FESEM) ZEISS, SIGMA. The chemical compositions
and their binding between the energised particles were observed from XPS (XPS-PHI 5000,
Austin, TX, USA)

2.4. Antibacterial Activity

The bacterial strain Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli were used to evaluate
the antibacterial activity of the title compound by using the disc diffusion method. The
Muller-Hinton broth was used for bacteria cultured overnight. Then the growing bacteria
was spread to the sterilised Petri plates (100 µL × 10−7 cm CFU). The 6 mm diameter disc
was filled with BFO nanoparticles (50 µg). Finally, the loaded Petri plates were incubated
at 37 ◦C (overnight). The zone of inhibitions gives the bacterial susceptibility of the BFO
nanoparticles and their zone was calculated on an mm scale. The obtained inhibitions were
compared with amoxicillin (US Antibiotics) and honey solution.
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2.5. Photocatalytic Activity

The MB dye is used as a model effluent to degrade the organic compounds. The 100 mL
organic compound (MB = 30 mg/L) and BFO nanomaterials (10 mg) were placed in a dark
condition with continuous stirring. The dark condition induces the adsorption-desorption
equilibrium position of the combined solution. The visible light (above 400 nm) irradiated
photocatalyst samples were withdrawn at regular time intervals of 30 min. The taken
samples were then centrifuged for 10,000 rpm (3 times) to remove the catalyst and filtered
in Whatman No.1 filter paper. The supernatant solution emanates dye degradation activity
of BFO nanoparticles. The dissociation percentage of the dye molecules was calculated by
the following equations.

Dye degradation (%) =
C0 − Ct

C0
× 100

where C0 is the initial dye concentration and Ct is the light irradiated dye concentration.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. XRD Analysis

The X-ray diffraction pattern of BFO nanoparticles is shown in Figure 1. The figure
denotes the various amount of bismuth content in the BFO nanoparticles. Figure 1 also
shows the XRD results of 0%, 2% and 5% of excess bismuth added for the compound
formation and compared with the standard JCPDS No: 71-2494. The excessive addition
of 2% tends to have an impurity lower than the 5%. All the (h k l) planes (012), (104),
(110), (202), (024), (116), (122), (018), (214), (300), (125), (208), (220) were indexed and
have a good agreement with the JCPDS: 71-2494 [24]. The 0% of excess bismuth in the
BFO nanoparticles showed many unwanted peaks and their phase instability had been
modified by the addition of 2% and 5% of excess bismuth into the BFO nanoparticles.
The 0% excess of Bi content demonstrates the Fe-rich peaks, which does not match with
standard BFO pattern and it is not BFO nanoparticles. 5% excess of Bi content provokes the
Bi content in BFO nanoparticles. Fe and Bi-enriched BFO nanoparticles are not convinced
of the std JCPDS peaks. So, 0% and 5% excess of Bi content BFO nanoparticles presented
many unwanted peaks. The excessive amount of bismuth can regulate the phase changes
and lattice orientations. Their lattice parameters were found using unit cell software and
tabulated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Cell parameters of BiFeO3 Nanoparticles.

Parameters
Different Precursors of BiFeO3

Nanoparticles Samples
Standard

JCPDS File
No.: 71-24942%Excess 5%Excess

a = b (Å) 5.5651 5.5696 5.587

c (Å) 13.8760 13.8714 13.867

V (Å)3 372.1664 372.6507 374.94

The crystalline size, microstrain and dislocation density of the BFO nanoparticles were
calculated and their values are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. XRD parameters of BiFeO3 nanoparticles.

Sample Name Crystallite
Size (nm)

Microstrain
(m−4)

Dislocation
Density (m−2)

0% Excess 19.2 7.04 × 10−5 2.71 × 1017

2% Excess 10.51 1.66 × 10−3 9.05 × 1017

5% Excess 26.84 7.04 × 10−4 1.39 × 1017

The obtained values of the BFO nanoparticles unveiled the BFO on nanoscale and
their values revealed the increase in bismuth content decreased the crystallite size values
up to 2% bismuth content. After that, the bismuth content increases the crystallite size.
The decreased crystallite size samples initiate the electron mobility and inhibit the e-h pair,
which produce the enhanced catalytic reaction [25].

3.2. FTIR Analysis

Figure 2 shows the FTIR spectra of BFO nanoparticles with 0%, 2% and 5% of excess
bismuth. The spectrum revealed a noticeable change in their bond vibration and bond
stretching. The addition of 2% bismuth gives a better result than 5% or 0% of excessive
bismuth. Their transmittance is high and their strong vibration band at 520 cm−1 con-
tributes to the stretching and bending of the Fe-O-Fe octahedra structure of BFO [26,27].
The remaining peaks of the 2% bismuth spectrum came from the honey solution. The
honey attributes the reduction/capping of BFO nanoparticles. Moreover, 2% excess of
bismuth derived an enhanced activity and their surface was encapsulated from honey
molecules (insert figure). The prominent peaks at 1117 cm−1 are attributed to the vibration
of C-N and C-O, which are responsible for the capping of nanoparticles [28–30]. The dotted
round-shaped peaks at 855 cm−1 and 813 cm−1 indicate the existence of bismuth presence
in BFO nanoparticles, which increased with respect to Bi [26,27]. The remaining peaks
are responsible for the compounds of vitamins, glucose, proteins, fructose, sucrose and
minerals. These biomolecules serve multiple actions during the nano production of BFO
nanoparticles. The honey molecules encouraged BFO nanoparticle formations and their
honey compounds interface with the metal sourced to provide the better catalytic and
bacterial activity.

3.3. UV-DRS Analysis

The absorbance spectrum of synthesised BFO nanoparticles is shown in Figure 3a.
The raw BFO nanoparticles exhibited the visible region absorption and their value was
matched with previous work [31,32]. The visible light absorbance approves the visible
light photocatalytic activity and their absorption responds to visible light activity. The
excess bismuth BFO nanoparticles’ absorbance edge values are enhanced than raw BFO
nanoparticles. During the addition of bismuth into the BFO nanoparticles, the absorbance
peaks are shifted towards the higher visible region, increasing the intensity with bismuth
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content. The spectra are exhibited the strongest absorption peaks in the visible light region,
which could be responsible for the enhanced activity of e-h pair recombination [33]. The
bandgap calculations were carried out by Kubelka–Munk function whereas, (αhν)2 vs. hν
(photon energy) for direct bandgap semiconductor as depicted in Figure 3b. The bandgap
values are 2.26 eV, 2.11 eV and 2.06 eV for the 0 %, 2 % and 5 % excess bismuth BFO samples,
respectively. The bandgap decrement denotes the electrons and holes transportation
responsible for the effective and enhanced photocatalytic activity of the materials [34].
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3.4. PL Analysis

The photocatalytic efficiency is affected by the recombination rate of photoinduced
charges, which was measured from photoluminescence analysis. The photoluminescence
emission spectrum of green synthesised BFO nanoparticles has been provided in Figure 4.
The emission spectra of excess bismuth BFO nanoparticle emissions were responsible for
finding the rate of recombination of induced charges. The emission appeared at 587 nm in all
the BFO nanoparticles with varying intensities depending on the bismuth contents, Figure 4
(inserted) [35,36]. The excitation wavelength was set at 333 nm during the experiment.
The lowering intensity and separated charge carriers might be the responsible candidate
for enhanced photocatalytic activity. The lower intensity values are well acknowledging
the quantum size effect. The oxygen presence was shared by bismuth content that can
produce enhanced activation on the surface. Without bismuth, their intensities were high,
but the addition of bismuth to the Fe and O lattice decreased their intensities. The bismuth
introduction to the BFO decreases the intensity and induces the charge carriers, which was
reassured by previously reported work [37–40].
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3.5. FESEM Analysis

The surface properties of green synthesised BFO nanoparticles were observed from
a field emission scanning electron microscope. The microscopic images of BFO nanoparti-
cles with various percentages of bismuth context are shown in Figure 5. The 0% bismuth
into the BFO nanoparticles revealed the cluster morphology with very smaller particles.
Most of the particles are agglomerated and attached together. The 2% excess of bismuth into
the BFO nanoparticles exhibited the spherical shape with polydisperse nanoparticles and
their agglomeration level was found to be very minimum. The formed nanophase particles
display a high surface area as well. The 5% excess of bismuth into the BFO nanoparticles
emerged conjoint spherical shapes with larger grains, which were re-ensured by larger
crystallite size and high bandgap energy. Altogether, the 2% excess of bismuth loaded
BFO nanoparticles derived a better morphology and lowest crystallite and lower bandgap,
which accelerated the photocatalytic activity.
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Figure 5. FESEM images of BFO (0% (a,b), 2% (c,d) and 5% (e,f) of excess bismuth BFO) samples.

3.6. XPS Analysis

The chemical composition and the valency of the green synthesised BFO nanoparticles
were determined from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurement. The XPS spectra of
BFO nanoparticles wide (a), bismuth (b), iron (c), oxygen (d) and carbon (e) are displayed
in Figure 6. The wide spectrum revealed that in the synthesised materials, bismuth, iron,
oxygen and carbon are present in different valence states. The deep scan of the bismuth
spectrum denotes the binding energy at 2 states; they are 4f7/2 and 4f5/2. The obtained
binding energies were 158.51 eV at 4f7/2 and 163.86 eV at 4f5/2. In a BFO, +3 is a standard
oxidation state of Fe, which is investigated in the Fe spectra of BFO. The binding energy
of 710.3 eV and 724.7 eV were in the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 states of the Fe spectrum [41–43].
The existing amount of iron is located at 718.3 eV, which is higher binding energy than
the Fe 2p3/2 peak denoting the oxidation state of Fe not in Fe2+ but Fe3+. The oxygen
(O-1s) spectrum denotes the oxygen vacancy at 529.5 eV, which describes the bonding
between Bi and Fe [44]. The carbon peaks displayed at 284.8 eV came from the honey
solution [45]. The honey molecules consist of sucrose and fructose, which are responsible
for the encapsulation/reduction in the title compound and reassured by FITR and UV
analysis as well.
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3.7. Antibacterial Activity

Microbes have been one of the deadliest things to humanity as they provoke a lot of
death-spreading diseases. Therefore, researchers focused on a microbial resistance area,
which is important worldwide. The present work describes the bacterial resistance of
BFO nanoparticles, which was compared with a honey solution and amoxicillin drug. The
optimised 2% excess of Bi in BFO nanoparticles emits the highest bacterial resistance than
the rest of the nanoparticles (Figure 7). The 2% excess of Bi in the BFO nanoparticles zone
of inhibitions is well-matched with standard drugs. Honey is a natural drug for microbial
resistance, which inhibits bacterial migration. Based on the values, E. coli shows more
sensitivity than S. aureus in both strains. The bacterial strain and nanoparticle interactions
kill the bacteria via contact killing. The present work of BFO nanoparticles caused the Bi, Fe
and dissolved oxygen ions, which interact with the cell wall of the bacteria [46,47]. These
interactions may provoke free radical formations and cause cell wall damage, allowing
hydrogen peroxide entry into the bacterial setup. Based on the obtained and previously
reported work, BFO nanoparticles are highly appreciable in medical fields developing new
drugs against contagious diseases.
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3.8. Photocatalytic Dye Degradation

Photocatalytic dye degradation is one of the effective degradation methods to miner-
alise organic molecules [48–51]. The degradation depends on the initial dye concentration,
catalyst dosage, dye solution pH value and different light sources. The BFO nanoparticles
have a wide bandgap, which could act as a catalyst. The different nature of BFO nanoparti-
cles (0%, 2% and 5% Bi content) were examined by photocatalyst activity to the MB dye
(Figure 8). Among the tested nanoparticles, 2% BFO nanoparticles exhibit the highest
activity compared to 0% and 5% Bi content BFO nanoparticles. The MB dye degradation is
5% while checking without any catalyst. The light interaction on the dye molecule surface
increases the dissociation of dye compounds, but their output is very low compared to
catalysts using photocatalytic activity. The degradation percentages of BFO nanoparticles
are 66%, 81% and 68% of 0%, 2% and 5% Bi content BFO, respectively. The high content
of Bi decreased the surface area and increased the crystallite size of the nanomaterials.
The decreased surface area influences the catalytic activity. The 2% Bi content displays
better catalytic activity than the 0% and 5% Bi content of BFO nanoparticles. The kinetics
of the BFO nanoparticles were demonstrated in Figure 8b,c. The dark and light sources of
photocatalytic activity have visually explained the nature of the catalyst. The 0% excess
of Bi exhibits the highest degradation percentage than 2% and 5% of excess bismuth into
the BFO nanoparticles in dark conditions. The light penetration on the catalyst surface
increased the degradation. The photocatalytic dye degradation kinetics was evaluated
by pseudo-first-order kinetics as follows [17]; −ln(Ct/C0) = −kt, where Ct is the vigorous
concentration of MB at time t, C0 is the primary concentration of MB, t is the degrada-
tion time, and k is the deceptive photocatalytic degradation constant. The kinetic rate of
BFO nanoparticles was observed from pseudo-first-order kinetic, which was displayed in
Figure 8c. The rate constant values are displayed in Figure 8c. The photocatalysis mech-
anism of BFO nanoparticles shows in Figure 8d. During the visible light source (xenon)
interaction with the BFO nanoparticles, the electrons and holes are reoriented with the
valence band (holes) and conduction band (electrons). The Bi content increases the surface
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area of the BFO nanoparticles, which provokes catalytic activity. Hence 2% Bi excess BFO
nanoparticles exhibited an enhanced catalytic activity than 0% Bi excess BFO nanoparticles.
The single-phase and multi-phase BFO nanoparticles promote dye degradation towards the
organic compounds. The visible light source illuminated on the BFO surface produces h+

and e−. These charges are separated by BFO nanoparticles and promote the higher-order
catalytic activity in the MB dye solution. The Bi and BFO interface increased the charge
separations and enhanced the water remediation capability over the catalyst surface. The
excessive metal orientation on the BFO surface-induced the charge carriers more than pure
BFO nanoparticles [52,53]. The charge carriers extend the lifetime of the recombination
process and produce superoxides and hydroxides. These scavengers produce hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2). The photogenerated holes, superoxides and hydroxides promote the
degradation activity of MB dye solution. The above-mentioned mechanism equation is
as follows.

BiFeO3 + hν→ V.Bh+ + C.B(e−)

e− + O2 → O2
− + H2O2

h+ + H2O→ OH

O ·−2 + Dye→ degradation products
.OH + Dye→ nontoxic dye molecules

h+ + Dye→ nontoxic dye molecules

The calculated values and their kinetics have embodied the improved photocatalytic
activity. BFO nanoparticles produce higher photocatalytic activity due to the doping
treatment, which depends on the crystallite size, morphology, particle size and bandgap of
the materials.
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The present work and previous reported BFO nanoparticles and their catalytic activity
against various dyes are listed in Table 3. The light source, doping and crystallite size
determine the catalytic activity. The large crystallite size reduced the surface area, which
restricted hydroxyl formation. These activities decreased the dye degradation capacity. The
UV light irradiation suppressed the electron-hole pair recombination, which provokes the
high production of free radicals. Thus, the high production of free radicals parades the
better catalytic activity. The BFO nanoparticles presented enhanced catalytic activity due to
the metal trapping and increased the oxygen vacancies. Based on the previously reported
work, the current BFO nanoparticles exhibit better catalytic activity in a limited time under
visible light irradiation. The obtained results of BFO nanoparticles are a better replacement
for wastewater treatment and catalytic activity on a larger scale.

Table 3. Photocatalytic dye degradation of BFO nanoparticles in different dyes.

S. No. Nanoparticles Dye Source Degradation % Time (Min) XRD (nm) Reference

1. BFO RB Visible 94 180 14.38 [54]

2. BFO RhB Visible 62.3 60 50.63 [55]

3. BFO AR-85 Visible 60 60 57 [56]

4. Ag-BFO SY Visible 84.4 240 - [57]

5. Ag-BFO MB Visible 91.2 240 - [58]

6. Se-BFO CR Visible 95 120 - [58]

7. BFO DOX UV 79 160 17.6 [59]

8. BFO MB Visible 60 120 - [60]

9. BFO MB Sunlight 87 120 14 [22]

10. BFO MB Sunlight 96.6 180 14 [22]

11. Y-BFO MB Sunlight 92.6 120 14 [22]

12. Y-BFO MB Sunlight 97.6 180 14 [22]

13. BFO TC UV 92 180 29.46 [1]

14. BFO TC Visible 99 180 29.46 [1]

15. BFO MB Visible 66 120 19.2 Current work

16. BFO MB Visible 81 120 10.51 Current work

17. BFO MB Visible 68 120 26.8 Current work

4. Conclusions

The different amounts of excess bismuth content BFO nanoparticles were prepared
by the auto combustion method. The honey is used as a green fuel to form the nanophase
BFO nanoparticles and is accountable for capping and stabilising activities. The 2% excess
bismuth BFO nanoparticles expressed better crystalline properties and reduced bandgap
than other tested bismuth percentages in BFO nanoparticles. The reduced bandgap and
lower intensity of the photoluminescence spectrum emanated from the photo-charge
carriers and restricted the lifetime of recombination activity. XPS analysis observed that
Bi, Fe and O valency and binding energies confirmed the optical potency and their charge
carriers. The catalytic observation against the MB dye emanates the enhanced activity
in 2% excess bismuth BFO nanoparticles. The degradation efficiency is 81% and their
pseudo-first-order kinetic value is 0.01453 min−1 which was pointedly better than 0% and
5% of excess bismuth BFO nanoparticles. The antibacterial activity of BFO nanoparticles
showed a more dynamic action against E. coli bacteria than S. aureus. Greener production of
nanoparticles is a better way to remove/decrease pollution from the environment. Honey
using BFO nanoparticles can be applied in higher production of the water recycling process
and new drug designing fields.
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